Attention **Ethics Bowl** participants!

APPE IEB® and the Ethics Program of the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences at Villanova University is sponsoring a **$250 PAPER PRIZE** in honor of the 25\textsuperscript{th} national competition.

**Win $250** and a spot on the Association for Practical and Professional Ethics (APPE) conference agenda to **present your paper**!

**Eligibility**: Undergraduate student who has participated on an Ethics Bowl team (high school and/or intercollegiate - current or past)

To be eligible, papers **must** have a faculty sponsor (e.g., Ethics Bowl coach, course instructor, academic advisor). In order to provide evidence of faculty sponsorship, **please copy them on your submission**.

**Topic**: Paper must address the **ethics of equitable access to social goods**. Some examples include: What would equitable access to employment or education opportunities look like in a society? Why is equitable access to social goods a worthy goal of a society? What should be done to correct for past inequities in access to opportunities for human flourishing? Who should receive the COVID-19 vaccine first?

**Maximum length**: 2500 words

**Judges will rank top papers based on**:

- A clear ethical claim or statement
- Clear statement of assumptions
- Inclusion of ethical arguments in support of the author’s claim or thesis
- Use of evidence to support factual claims
- Statement and handling of possible opposing positions or counter arguments
- Internal consistency

**Submit by Dec 15, 2020** to APPE_IEB@appe-ethics.org with subject line: “Ethics Bowl Paper Competition”

*Be sure to copy your faculty sponsor!*